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Harper, 2001. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer
Service! Summary: Bestselling novelist Kyle Mills took the nation by storm with his stunning debut
thriller, "Rising Phoenix, a powerful tale of intrigue and suspense that introduced maverick FBI
agent Mark Beamon. Frederick Forsyth raved, "In the world of political thrillers, I have the feeling
that young Kyle Mills will soon be a very big player." Now Kyle Mills returns with his most riveting
story yet, an edge-of-the-seat drama featuring a new star -- female FBI employee Quinn Barry.
Bright, young, and ambitious, Quinn Barry desperately wants to be an FBI agent. Right now,
though, she's just a low-level employee toiling in the basement at Quantico. But Quinn's career --
and her life -- are about to change wildly. Testing her new database program, Quinn turns up a
mysterious DNA link among five gruesome murders. A link that the old FBI computer system had
been carefully programmed to miss. The discovery lands her a demotion to the hinterlands,
followed by a series of unfortunate "accidents" that nearly end her life. Pitted against a conspiracy
of unimaginable proportions, Quinn is determined to uncover what someone very powerful...
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It in one of the best publication. It is definitely simplistic but excitement in the 50 % in the ebook. I am very happy to let you know that this is basically the
greatest publication i have got go through within my own existence and could be he greatest pdf for ever.
-- Dr . Anya  McK enz ie-- Dr . Anya  McK enz ie

A superior quality publication and the font utilized was intriguing to read. I could comprehended every little thing using this composed e publication. You
will like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Dem a r io Tr a ntow-- Mr . Dem a r io Tr a ntow
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